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establishment some Radicalism was preserved, its chief
ingredient was reaction. France, indeed, came to learn that
Revolution is, at best, but an indifferent road to progress,
and that it runs great danger of inflicting as many evils
as it cures; for with the gradual return of sanity, as France
began to build afresh upon the ruins of the past, it became
increasingly obvious that radicalism, divorced from moral
and religious values, is an empty husk.
But whatever be the source of social reform on the Con-
tinent—whether secular Rationalism here contributed little
or much—in England the problem is less complex and less
confused. Here the transition from the old social order to
the new was accomplished without bloodshed. Hence, no
war-hysteria perverting judgment, we are able to trace in
truer perspective the source of reform.
To maintain that the social progress of modern Britain
is all traceable to one fountain-head would be folly. But to
say that it is chiefly traceable to one source, is an assertion
backed four-square by stubborn historical facts. England,
prior to France in the eighteenth century, experienced a
Great Awakening of Conscience, initiating an irresistible
impetus toward reform. That awakening was the outcome
of a vehement reassertion of vital religion, known as the
Evangelical Revival, which, proclaiming the Fatherhood
of God and Brotherhood of Man, emphasized "the infinite
value of even the downmost soul".
Before the advent of this Revival, English history, for half
a century, affords a sorry spectacle. Deism and Rationalism
—the one scarcely distinguishable from the other—domi-
nated every aspect of ruling-class life. With the utmost
correctness, God was bowed off the stage of Time. Revelation
became a word wholly taboo in "thinking" circles, while
"Nature", whatever exactly it meant, was a word of magic
power. All the smart set spoke of Natural Law, Natural
Rights and Natural Religion: all chattered about being
natural, following Nature and communing with Nature.

